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Changes to the home oxygen service effective from February 2006

Although it was clearly rational to increase the arterial oxygen tension of patients with chronic hypoxaemia, it was not until the publication of two key randomised controlled trials on the effects of long term oxygen therapy (LTOT) in the early 1980s that home oxygen services were developed in many countries where they now form an integral part of the management of chronic respiratory disability. Although these trials addressed the role of oxygen in prolonging life for patients with COPD, three main forms of home oxygen services have developed with rather different goals:

1. LTOT is prescribed for patients with chronic hypoxaemia ($P_{\text{aO}}_2 \leq 7.3 \text{kPa (55 mm Hg)}$) for continuous use at home and is one of the few interventions to date that has been shown to reduce mortality in patients with COPD.

2. Ambulatory oxygen therapy refers to the provision of oxygen therapy with a portable device during exercise and daily activities.

3. Short burst oxygen therapy refers to the intermittent use of oxygen at home, usually provided by stationary cylinders for periods of 10–20 minutes at a time to relieve the symptom of breathlessness. Although short burst oxygen is widely prescribed in the UK for relief of breathlessness, there is little evidence currently available for its benefit and delivery of cylinders to the home is costly.

In the UK, provision of LTOT through the prescription of home oxygen concentrators became available in November 1985 and since then concentrators have been installed and maintained by contractors. Although in Scotland LTOT can be prescribed in secondary care, in England and Wales oxygen concentrators can only be prescribed by primary care physicians. However, this prescription usually takes place on the recommendation of secondary care physicians and concentrators are supplied by a number of contractors on a regional basis. Thus, once patients have been assessed for LTOT in the respiratory clinic, they then have to visit their primary care physician for a prescription for the concentrator.

This process on the whole works efficiently, although there has been some difficulty in communication between primary and secondary care about the nature of the oxygen prescription. Home oxygen cylinders (usually the larger stationary 1360 litre cylinders) are also prescribed by primary care but are provided by community pharmacists and are mainly used for the provision of short burst oxygen therapy for the relief of breathlessness.

Although oxygen concentrators have been funded by the government in the UK, no formal ambulatory oxygen service has been available. Thus, if a patient requires oxygen for daily activities, this has been provided through small 230 litre cylinders and funded through hospital, charitable or private sources. Liquid oxygen for ambulatory use at home has been difficult to obtain, except on a private basis. It is interesting to speculate on why an ambulatory oxygen service was not organised at the time of the introduction of LTOT in the UK, but the reasons may include lack of good evidence for effectiveness at the time and relatively heavy early equipment for provision of liquid oxygen, together with the costs of this service. It is also possible that the lack of an organised ambulatory oxygen service has stimulated the excessive prescription of short burst oxygen therapy in the UK.

The failure to provide an ambulatory oxygen service has been an obvious gap in our provision of home oxygen and considerable discussion on this matter has taken place with the Department of Health over the subsequent years. This culminated in a report by the Royal College of Physicians on domiciliary oxygen therapy published in 1999.
followed by an extensive consultation on the published recommendations. Finally, in June 2003 the Department of Health announced important changes to the provision of oxygen therapy in the home. These changes are currently applicable to England and Wales, although both Scotland and Northern Ireland will review their services and may follow a similar process. The changes apply to both adults and children requiring a home oxygen service and provide an interesting model of how oxygen services can be developed in a state funded healthcare system.

THE NEW SYSTEM

From February 2006 there will be three main changes to our home oxygen service. Firstly, hospital specialists (usually respiratory physicians) will be able to prescribe home oxygen therapy directly using a special dedicated prescription or home oxygen “order” form that has been developed for use in both primary and secondary care. It is expected that most home oxygen within the new service will be prescribed from secondary care, although primary care physicians will still be able to prescribe if required—for example, for palliative use. Secondly, ambulatory oxygen therapy will now become available on prescription to the provision of the various modes of delivery including liquid oxygen, lightweight cylinders, and the use of oxygen conserving devices that can be used with oxygen cylinders to prolong the period of oxygen supply. Other categories of oxygen such as oxygen on an emergency or temporary basis or oxygen provision for holidays within the UK will be much simpler and quicker to obtain. Lastly, all the modalities of oxygen therapy in a given region—oxygen concentrators, equipment for ambulatory oxygen, and short burst therapy—will be supplied by a single contractor and four contractors have been appointed for the 11 oxygen service regions in England and Wales. Each oxygen service region will look to a single contractor to provide all home oxygen needs, making provision and organisation of the service much simpler. As community pharmacists are unable to provide the integrated service required under the new contract, they will no longer play a part in the home oxygen cylinder service.

These changes will also be accompanied by more streamlined oxygen funding streams. Prescribing in primary and secondary care will be funded from Primary Care Trusts (PCTs) unified budgets. PCTs are currently responsible for commissioning health services and they will also be responsible for managing the new oxygen service contracts and the home oxygen service locally. This is a new development which may take some time to settle in and run smoothly.

The objective of ambulatory oxygen is to enable the patient to leave the home for a longer period of time, to improve health status, and to increase daily activities. Ambulatory oxygen has been shown, mainly in relatively short term studies, to be effective in increasing exercise capacity and reducing breathlessness in patients with exercise arterial oxygen desaturation. Thus, patients requiring ambulatory oxygen prescription will either already be on LTOT or they will have a PaO₂ above the limit for LTOT prescription but show evidence of exercise desaturation.

Previous studies have shown that many patients taking ambulatory oxygen therapy spend relatively little time outside the home and, surprisingly, do not use their equipment on a regular basis. A recent randomised controlled trial of ambulatory oxygen therapy in Canada was terminated early as usage of the ambulatory oxygen in the study was very low. A significant proportion of patients on LTOT are housebound, being unable to leave the home unaided. Not all patients in this housebound group will require ambulatory oxygen and portable oxygen use will be required for short periods only. The low use may reflect the nature of the oxygen device provided. Most patients will require a small cylinder, while those patients who need to spend more time outside the home will need an oxygen conserving device with a lightweight cylinder or provision of liquid oxygen. Thus, before prescription of ambulatory oxygen, it is important to determine the level of outside activity that the patient is likely to perform so that the most effective and economical device is provided. Education of the patient in how to use this treatment will be provided. As many of us have been assessing patients for ambulatory oxygen and thus we suggest that patients are first provided with ambulatory oxygen sufficient for 2 hours use daily and asked to monitor their daily usage. All patients should be seen after 2 months when their true requirement can be determined and the oxygen order adjusted if necessary.

Grade 3 requirements (non-LTOT patients who are exercise desaturators): these patients will require referral to specialist care for more detailed assessment as to whether they meet the criteria for ambulatory oxygen.

IMPLICATIONS OF NEW SERVICE

This new service has a number of implications for all respiratory physicians in England and Wales. Most specialists are already performing assessment for LTOT, but relatively few of us have been assessing patients for ambulatory oxygen therapy and assessment services need to be expanded to include these assessments. Appropriate assessment of patients is essential so that the right patients are treated with home oxygen for the right period of time and with appropriate flow rates to obtain optimal benefits and reduce the chance of adverse effects.

Implementation of this new home oxygen service has required identification of the many patients that are being prescribed short burst oxygen therapy for the relief of breathlessness. This has been an onerous task and is still underway. Some patients will be found to be hypoxaemic and then continue with appropriate assessment for LTOT and ambulatory oxygen, while others may be
identified who are not hypoxaemic but show exercise desaturation and again can be assessed formally for ambulatory oxygen. Hopefully, short burst oxygen can be withdrawn where usage is minimal, as the expectation is that the reduction of costs associated with cylinder delivery for short burst purposes can be used to fund the new ambulatory oxygen service.

These changes to the home oxygen service in England and Wales are radical and overdue; they have been awaited for the past 20 years and should be of enormous benefit to our patients. At last patients will be able to obtain ambulatory oxygen therapy of various types and matched to their daily oxygen needs. The requirement for a new home oxygen service has made us all go back and examine critically the evidence for the benefit of home oxygen in patients with chronic respiratory disability. Although the evidence for LTOT use is good, the case for ambulatory oxygen therapy is much weaker because of the short term studies performed, the relatively poor ambulatory oxygen usage, and the combination of both LTOT and non-LTOT patients together in studies. Since the home oxygen trials published 25 years ago, relatively little research has been performed on one of the most important interventions in respiratory medicine. The new home oxygen service is an ideal opportunity to resurrect some of these unanswered questions which now will be much easier to address.
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